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Who are we?

• Alex Turing

• Wenji Qu

https://github.com/rootki
ter

• 360 Netlab

• Blog

https://blog.netlab.360.co
m



Outline

• About Fodcha botnet’s Details, including:
 Timeline

 Similarities and differences with Mirai botnet

 C2 source code, Panel, Customer

 Tracking

• About Fodcha botnet’s Statistics, including:
 Targets

 Exploits

 DDoS Vectors

 Bot scales, distribution

• About Fodcha botnet’s campaigns

we can’t say in detail

we can say 



• Published:
https://blog.netlab.360.com

/fodcha-a-new-ddos-botnet

https://blog.netlab.360.com
/fodcha-is-coming-back-with-rddos

• ChatGPT: ???

• Brief Intro
Fodcha is a botnet that first 
appeared in 2022, mainly targeting 
IoT devices.

During the development, it absorbs 
some features of mirai botnet.

Also it has its own characteristic, 
such as using xxtea and chacha20 
algorithms to protect sensitive 
resources, network communication, 
etc.

Bot: What is Fodcha



Bot: First Seen & Track

2022.01.12 captured by honeypot

2022.01.13 tracked by Hui Wang   



01.20

2022.01.20
First time tracked DDoS 
record successfully

Bot: Timeline



Bot: Timeline-Event

Bots in China From 03.20 – 04.10



Bot: Timeline

2022.04.13
Disclosure of the Fodcha 
botnet, containing version V1, 
V2 with CNCERT



MSG1 leaved by the author

Bot: Timeline-Event



2022.04.19
Captured version v2.x,using 
OpenNIC’s TLDs Style C2

Bot: Timeline



2022.04.24
Captured version v3

Using xxtea to encrypt 
configuration

Adding anti-sandbox & anti-
debugging mechanism

Adopting ICANN domain as 
backup C2

Bot: Timeline

04.24



2022.06.05
 Captured version v4

 Using structured 
configuration

 Removing anti-
sandboxing, anti-
debugging mechanism

 Ransom DDoS

Bot: Timeline



Bot: Timeline-Event

Ransom DDoS



2022.10.31
Disclosure of the updated 
Fodcha botnet, containing 
version V3, V4

Bot: Timeline

“N3t1@bG@Y”



Bot: Timeline-Event

MSG2 leaved by the author



Similarity
Host Behavior

DDoS Vectors

Cipher text Structure

Difference
Encryption scheme

C2 protocol

OpenNIC C2

Anti 
sandbox/emulation/
debugging

Bot: Mirai vs Fodcha



table_init DDoS Vector

Bot: Learn from Mirai



xxtea

Protect sensitive 
resources, including:

 Slogan,reporter,etc

 OpenNIC/ICANN C2

 Chacha20 key/nonce delivered by C2

chacha20

Protect communication 
from Stage 2 and on

Bot: own characteristics
Algorithms used by Fodcha



Bot: own characteristics
C2 Protocol used by V2 vs V3 & V4   



Bot: own characteristics

C2 protocol
1. Negotiate chacha20 key/nonce
2. Identity authentication
3. Beacon
4. Cmds

V2 vs V3&V4
 V2: no padding, chacha20 stuff are  plaintext
 V3&V4: contains padding, chacha20 stuff are 

ciphertext



Bot: own characteristics

OpenNIC C2 Infrastructure Advantage

 DNS Neutrality
 No Cost
 Stop DNS Hijacking



Bot: own characteristics

OpenNIC C2 Infrastructure

 DNS Neutrality
 No Cost
 Stop DNS Hijacking



Bot: own characteristics

OpenNIC Domain   IP
Just dig it with specific DNS resolver

Hard to take Fodcha down
 13 domains, 90 ips, 
 10 countries, 10+ provider



C2: Source Code

How do we get the Fodcha C2 source code?
 2022.11.09, Anonymous Source From telegram 

 Has his own botnet

 Just want to be rich

 Just want to take Fodcha down

 Source code & access to a control terminal

Some other info(not verified)
 Hamlog, aka LightTheLeafeon

 4 people

 brickerbot



C2: Panel

telnet 17x.18x.19x.2xx 1xx6



C2: Panel

huangjin
zuanshi
huali13977
beijing
xiang5566
guo

Blackneer
Ranshao
Mumu666



Method A:

Contacting C&C servers with fake bots which re-
implement the C&C protocols.

C&C syntax and semantics are obtained by reverse 
engineering

Having better control, while not taking part in the 
DDoS attacks

Method B:

Bots farm 

Tracking: Example
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Tracking: Fodcha Harvest

The most active new DDoS family in our sights



Statistics: Fodcha Overview

• 160,902,255 DDoS records, 7* 24

• 53,807 targets, all over the world

• Average 1k targets per day

• Peak 4014

• 38000+ bots

Launching DDoS attacks like there is no tomorrow
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Statistics: DDoS Vectors



Exploits have been used by Fodcha which 
captured by honeypot

Statistics: Exploits



How do we measure the scale of the Fodcha 
botnet?
 under help of CNCERT (limited)
 use the bots info from panel,36805
 use the attack cmd from panel,19472 (limited)

Statistics: Bot Scale



Campaigns: No more details

2022.06.07-2022.06.08

It was monitored that Fodcha launched 
a DDoS attack on a health code 
organization of X Province



2022.09. xx
During the process of assisting a law 
enforcement agency to fix the evidence chain 
of a company's voice business being attacked 
by DDoS, it was found that Fodcha was behind 
the attack

Campaigns: No more details



2022.09. 21
a well-known cloud service provider consulted 
us about an attack event with traffic exceeding 
1Tbps. After cross-comparison of data, it was 
determined that the attacker was Fodcha.

Campaigns: No more details



Navicat.com.cn was attacked

Campaigns: Navicat



Allies 360Netlab

Fodcha, Mirai, Fbot

Fodcha 6-100x times 
bigger than Mirai

2022.01.08 reached 
the peak

All we saw was the 
participation of the 

Mirai botnet.

The peak of the attack 
occurred in more than 3 
hours from 23:35 on 
January 6, 2023 to 02:45 
on January 7, 2023

Campaigns: Navicat
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Conclusions

The Fodcha botnet infects the devices , attacks the 
targets located all over the world, sells its ability to 
customers.

No specific country, Just Money-Driven

The Fodcha botnet is quite simple, there are a lot of 
botnets like Fodcha over there, just keep fighting.

Blog sometimes works!!!

Botnet was like a box of chocolates, you never know 
what you’re gonna meet



Q&A


